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Jobsulting - The #1 Platform for Management Consulting Jobs 

 
Consulting Quest Has Launched their Recruiting Platform, Jobsulting!  Consulting Candidates Now Have 
a Dedicated Platform for Consulting Opportunities All in One Place! 
 
PRINCETON, NJ. Jobsulting was created to help provide the top consulting talent a platform where they can 
access job opportunities specific to the industry. It is the only Management Consulting-focused global 
recruiting platform that partners with consulting firms to link their demands to the right talent.  

 
Jobsulting offers a premium job search experience for 

both the experienced professional as well as the newly 
grad. Candidates can create their own profile where 

they can upload their resume. They are also able to 
fully customize their search for opportunities using 
terms specific to the Consulting Industry sortable by 

geography, capability, and industry experience.   
 

Academic Institutions now have the ability to 
showcase their future graduates and increase 

exposure for their organization with both consulting 
firms and recruiters on our featured partners page.  

 
“We felt there were a lot of general recruitment 

platforms currently on the market”, says Helene Laffitte, CEO of 
Consulting Quest, “but none that served the Consulting Industry and its 
specific needs. This is a platform built for consultants by consultants 
using industry specific search terms to ensure candidates can find the 
opportunity that best fits their experience.” 
 
For more information or to create your free profile today, you can visit our website at 

https://jobsulting.consultingquest.com/. If you have additional questions, feel free to contact us via e-mail at 
jobsulting@consultingquest.net.   

 
About Jobsulting 

Jobsulting is the premier platform for recruitment in the Management Consulting Industry featuring unique access 

to the best talent as well as the best opportunities. Jobsulting provides recruiters and consulting firms alike a 
streamlined process and resource to locate the top talent in the Consulting Industry all in one place. The platform 

boasts the best candidates with varying levels of experience from newly grad to executive level.  
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About Consulting Quest 

Consulting Quest is a global, performance-driven consulting platform founded in 2014 by former members of top 
10 consulting firms with the objective of reinventing consultancy performance. With a worldwide presence and a 
range of proprietary performance measurement tools, we help companies navigate the consulting maze. We work 

with Consulting Clients to increase their performance through consulting and Consulting Providers to help them 
acquire new clients and to improve their performance. 

 
 


